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Abstract. Individual privacy has become a major concern, due to the intrusive
nature of the services and websites that collect increasing amounts of private in-
formation. One of the notions that can lead towards privacy protection is that of
anonymity. Unfortunately, anonymity can also be maliciously exploited by at-
tackers to hide their actions and identity. Thus some sort of accountability is also
required. The current Internet has failed to provide both properties, as anonymity
techniques are difficult to fully deploy and thus are easily attacked, while the
Internet provides limited level of accountability. The Next Generation Internet
(NGI) provides us with the opportunity to examine how these conflicting prop-
erties could be efficiently applied and thus protect users’ privacy while holding
malicious users accountable. In this paper we present the design of a scheme,
called Persona that can provide anonymity and accountability in the network
layer of NGI. More specifically, our design requirements are to combine these
two conflicting desires in a stateless manner within routers. Persona allows users
to choose different levels of anonymity, while it allows the discovery of malicious
nodes.

1 Introduction

Advances in Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) that make data col-
lection and processing fast and efficient, have brought privacy protection to the spotlight.
For that reason several anonymity mechanisms have been proposed and implemented
[1]. Most of these mechanisms rely on providing anonymity in the higher network lay-
ers, like the application or transport layer, while for efficiency and usability reasons they
use weaker mechanisms for anonymity protection (e.g. no use of dummy traffic). This
however can introduce greater threats to anonymity. For example TOR [2], one of the
most popular anonymizing networks, has been proven vulnerable to several attacks that
could degrade the level of anonymity provided [3,4].

The disadvantage of making use of the application layer to provide anonymity is that
applications are not necessarily bound to using the anonymity service. It is possible
to circumvent the anonymizing procedures by directly making use of the functionality
of the lower layers. For example, a javascript or flash file embedded in an html page
could initiate another connection to a third party server without using the anonymiz-
ing application, which could reveal the user’s IP address. Thus, it is important to apply
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anonymizing procedures at the lowest networking layer possible, so as to avoid applica-
tion bypasses and lower layer attacks. However, due to the structure of today’s Internet,
there is no straightforward implementation. For that reason, Next Generation Internet
(NGI) can be used as a point of reference and infrastructure, so as to design and ex-
plore an efficient and effective anonymity solution. Despite the need for privacy and
anonymity, there is also a need for some sort of accountability not only for security
purposes but also for purposes such as billing, management, measurement, etc [5].

In this paper we present a solution that incorporates both privacy and accountability
in the network layer, in the context of NGI. We introduce Persona, a scheme that de-
scribes the design of a network layer which provides routing and addressing services in
a manner which ensures that packets are routed and delivered with the highest level of
anonymity between the communicating parties. Finally, if required, Persona can be used
to reveal anonymity in an appropriate manner, thereby providing the right degree of ac-
countability as required. We must mention that in this paper we decided to focus our
design requirements on combining the conflicting desires of anonymity and account-
ability in the network layer. However, anonymity could be also applied as an overlay in
a higher networking layer, as used today. Answering the question whether anonymity
techniques should be applied in the network layer, or in an overlay in a higher net-
working layer, is out of the scope of this paper. Our work is inspired by research like
Accountable Internet Protocol [6], and SIFF [7], at least in the context of discussion
about NGI. More specifically, we do not refer to the NGI as the means of a new radi-
cal design proposal for the internet; rather we try to improve the current network layer,
by adding the components necessary to meet the requirements of both anonymity and
accountability. It is for these changes that we refer to NGI.

In this paper we make two major contributions. First, we introduce a novel approach
to provide anonymity in the network layer. This paper is the first one, to our knowledge,
that provides anonymity per packet, rather than per session, and in stateless manner in
the routers. Second, we discuss how this approach is applicable to the NGI and we show
how our novel approach provides accountability in case of misbehaving nodes. The
paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide definitions of the relevant terms,
and we elaborate on our assumptions, the attacker model and the attacks that our scheme
defends against. In Section 3 we present the design and functionality of Persona, while
in section 4 we discuss the evaluation of our scheme in terms of anonymity, efficiency
and applicability. In section 5 we discuss some related work and finally, in section 6 we
present some ideas for further research.

2 Definitions, Assumptions and Attacker Model

Anonymity is a concept that has received wide research attention, due its ability to
protect privacy. For that reason a precise set of formal definitions has been proposed
for the concepts of anonymity and its relevant terms [8]. In this context, anonymity
of a subject is defined as the property by which the subject is not identifiable within a
set of subjects, the anonymity set [8]. Since most communications are a bi-directional,
anonymity is often distinguished to sender and receiver anonymity. Sender anonymity
is achieved when it is not possible to identify the sender within a set of possible subjects
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that sent the message. Similarly receiver anonymity is achieved when it is not possible
to identify the receiver of the message within a set of possible receivers [8]. Another
important term relevant to anonymity is pseudonymity which is defined as the use of
pseudonyms as IDs. Pseudonyms refer to identifiers of a subject other than one of the
subject’s real names [8]. An advantage of pseudonymity over the previous terms is that
accountability for misbehavior can be enforced. Accountability can be defined as the
state of a subject being held responsible for a certain action taken by that subject. It is
easy to see that if a subject is held accountable for a particular action, that subject is no
longer anonymous.

Our proposed architecture is described within the context of some assumptions.
The first set of assumptions is with regards to the network infrastructure. Specifically,
we assume that ISPs will not have any legacy systems or routers. All links between the
sender and receiver are assumed to go through new hardware that supports our solution.
As far as the hardware infrastructure is concerned we make the following assumptions.
First, we assume routers that have the computational power to perform encryption and
decryption with symmetric keys in hardware. Additionally we assume that routers will
come equipped with a Trusted Platform Module (TPM). A TPM is a microcontroller
that stores keys, passwords and digital certificates [9]. This is a safe assumption con-
sidering most new desktops and laptops already come equipped with these. Finally, we
assume that TPM units are actually as secure and tamper resistant as they are claimed
to be. We do not try and define a secure TPM protocol but assume the ones defined are
secure and work as described [9]. It must be mentioned that the assumption for hard-
ware capabilities of encryption and decryption, is a weak assumption; the architecture
would still be effective without this assumption, and its efficiency would be decreased
by only a small factor as we analyze later.

Finally, to define a valid solution, assumptions need to be made on the capabilities
of the attacker. In our scheme we assume a rather strong attacker model as defined
in [10]. Following this attacker model, several attacks on anonymity protocols have
been proposed, with traffic analysis attacks being considered the most potent ones. In
this context, the attacks, against which we provide anonymity guarantees, are Brute
Force Attacks, Communication Pattern Attacks, Timing Attacks and Packet Counting
Attacks [11].

3 Persona

As mentioned in section 2 anonymity and accountability are the two conflicting no-
tions. However, pseudonymity enables users to hide their true identity, until some event
is triggered by which a third party can reveal it. In this paper we focus on providing
sender anonymity and accountability by exploiting the notion of pseudonymity. Persona
is structured around the following concept. While a packet is being routed through the
network and towards the destination, we obfuscate the source address (in each hop) to
provide anonymity (through pseudonymity). Additionally, we want the ability to trace
back the origin of the packet, for accountability and routing replies. These two proper-
ties can be achieved through symmetric cryptography.More specifically, in the “forward
path” encryption helps obfuscate the source address, while in the “trace-back path”
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decryption helps reveal the original path. It can be seen that the approach used for packet
replies is also used for accountability. The only difference is the context in which the
traceback functionality is provided. For this reason, we focus on describing the techni-
cal details of tracing back packets, as accountability has several additional policy related
issues that are out of the scope of this paper. However, we do provide a description on
how accountability can be achieved, using our scheme.

3.1 First Hop Communication

Today, when a user registers with an ISP, it is common for the ISP to provide the user
with a router in order to connect to the ISP and the Internet. As mentioned in the previ-
ous section, we assume that routers come installed with a TPM. Embedded within the
TPM are symmetric keys that the router shares with the ISP. The ISP also has routers
that use TPMs, to ensure trusted and secure software execution, attestation, and key
storage.

When the user first connects to the network through his router, the keys in the TPMs
are used to encrypt the information exchanged between the ISP and the user. This in-
cludes 1) the addresses of the routers that the user can contact as “first hop” from an ISP
perspective (i.e. the routers that will eventually provide the anonymizing service), and
2) the shared keys between these routers and the user. After the “handshake”, each user
connected to the ISP follows a traffic sending pattern in order to exchange information
in a secure and anonymous way. First the TPM of the user’s router pseudorandomly
chooses one of the newly received trusted routers to forward the packet. Thus, each
packet will be forwarded to the Internet through a different router. In the case of a node
compromise the attacker only has a probabilistic opportunity of identifying the sender.
The second pattern that each user follows is that all packets sent are of same length.
This length can be ISP specific, and can be established through the initial TPM hand-
shake. This way traffic analysis attacks are prohibited and the attacker cannot correlate
between messages’ sizes. Next, the users of the ISP continuously send packets, by using
dummy traffic whenever the user has no data to send. Thus, timing attacks and traffic
pattern analysis are also difficult to achieve. This means that the link capacity between
the users and the ISP will be always completely utilized. It has been shown that dummy
traffic is the only way to protect against timing attacks [4]. Our model makes weaker
and more efficient assumptions than previous proposed ones (like mix nets [12]), since
the only part of the network that will utilize its maximum capacity at all times will be
the connection between the user and the ISP. In conclusion, by requiring the usage of
dummy traffic only in the first hop of the communication, we strike a balance between
strong anonymity guarantees and efficiency (i.e. realistic use of dummy traffic). Finally,
the receiver’s address is encrypted using the shared key between the TPM of the user’s
router and the TPM of the ISP’s router.

For the rest of the paper we assume that the receiver’s address is sent in clear text
after the first hop (i.e. the ISP of the sender). If a receiver’s key is known (either public
or shared), the router (i.e. the network layer) can also encrypt the payload, so as to
provide confidentiality to the upper layers, especially if the higher level applications do
not use encryption.
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3.2 Persona Network Operation

As mentioned in the introduction, our approach introduces the concept of per packet
anonymity. In order to achieve this, the packets need to be uniquely identifiable, at least
for a given time interval, in order to avoid collisions. For that reason, the user (sender)
has a Sequence Number (SN) which is incremented for each packet sent. We identify
each packet by two unique fields. The first is the sender’s IP, which will be unique in
the Internet, and the second is the SN. If the SN is 128 bits long each user can send 2128

distinct packets before there is a duplicate packet in the network.
After the user has created a packet following the principles described in the previous

section, she forwards the packet to the ISP. The main goal of the ISP is to hide the source
identity of the packet. Each router holds a secret key that it can use for encryption. Using
that key and a symmetric encryption function, the router maps the source IP address of
the sender, to another randomly selected IP address from the range that its ISP holds.
After the IP address has been changed the packet is forwarded to the Internet, according
to the routing tables that the router has. This way the ISP shuffles the address of each
packet and the attacker cannot determine the user that actually sent each packet. Finally
the ISP routers batch the packets to be sent before actually forwarding them to the
network. The communication and messages exchanged between the user and the router
are as follows1:

Fig. 1. Message exchanged between User and Router

where KUR is the key shared by the user and the specific router, AddressR is the IP
address of the router, and destination is the IP address of the recipient. This opera-
tion will be done by each router until the packet reaches the destination as shown in
Figure 2 (IPv4 addresses are used due to familiarity reasons with addressing).

It is easily understood that if sender anonymity is to be achieved, the receiver will
not know how to reply to the packet. The reason is that there is no tunnel established,
and thus there is a need to keep some state in order to return the reply to the sender.
However by using the above scheme, packets can be routed to the original sender even
if no state is kept. To better illustrate this, we will use an example. Let us assume that

1 The semantics of the equations of the network operations are the following: The left column
is used to denote the parties that take place in a given operation. If there is a single party, for
example “a” then the right column is the action performed locally by that party. If there is a
statement of the format “a => b”, then this means that a sends to b, the message that exists in
the right column. The right column denotes either actions or message contents. Ek(m) => q,
denotes encryption of m under key k and q as the result of the encryption. Dk(q) => m, means
decrypt q using key k and get m as the result of the decryption. If the right column is a message,
then the symbol || is used to denote concatenation of the information that are included in the
packet.
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Fig. 2. Example of Persona Routing

after the first packet was forwarded to the Internet as explained above. Table 1 in Figure
3 depicts the operations that will take place in the last 2 hops (i.e. the router immediately
before the receiver, and the receiver itself; the sequence of hops is Rn−1 => Rn =>
Receiver). Now, the receiver has to create a packet that will have as destination the
duple (IPd||SNd) and forward it to Rn in order to send a reply, following the steps
depicted in Table 2 in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Process of Routing Back Replies to Sender

Using this scheme, packets can be routed backwards, without the need for the routers
to keep any state. The only distinction that needs to be made by the routers is whether
the packet is being sent “forward” or “backwards”, so as to know whether to encrypt or
decrypt. This can be done by an identifier, for example a single bit, which would be set
by the receiver before sending his reply.

Given the size of the Internet in terms of hosts, routers and packets being sent, we
use the SN in each packet to minimize the possibility of collision in an intermediate
router (no packet is the same in the network since there are 10128 unique packets per
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address). If no SN was used, a router could end up assigning the same output IP address
to two different incoming packets due to its limited IP address range. For example, if a
router has an input of 210 distinct IPs, an output range of 210 distinct IPs and a SN of
128 bits then there must be 2138 packets (128 bits of SN and 10 bits of IP range) sent
before there is a possibility of collision of two different packets, with different sources.
Thus by using SN it can be ensured that there will be no collision until the SN space
is exhausted2. One assumption that we made was that each router has the same size of
input and output IP ranges. However this might not always be the case. Let us assume
that a given router R has some IP range that it can use in order to map outgoing IP
addresses (denoted as “/x” output, where x is essentially the number of bits the router
can manipulate), while it receives input from other routers that also have some IP range
(denoted as “/y” input). It is expected that a lot of routers in the Internet will have a
smaller output space than input space, and thus our router R will need y-x additional
bits in order to perform one-to-one mapping. In order to include these additional bits to
the packet, we use piggybacking.

Having explained the operation of the routers, we now discuss in detail the structure
of the packets that our scheme uses. As mentioned previously, our protocol ensures
collision free operation until the SN space is exhausted, after which each router changes
its key. For this solution to be effective, the router needs to add some information in each
packet, about the key it used for changing the IP address of the particular packet. The
information that needs to be stored in each packet in order to make our protocol more
efficient includes: 1) Sequence Number, 2) index of Router’s secret key, 3) size of input
space of addresses, 4) size of output space of addresses3, and 5) the level of anonymity
required. The level of anonymity is an optional variable that could be used to route the
message through paths that provide better anonymity, but have more latency. Essentially
all this information could be piggybacked in the packet. Thus all that needs to be added
in the IP header will be the indexing of this information.

3.3 Persona Accountability

In the previous sections we discussed how our scheme operates in terms of routing
and anonymity preservation. In this section we are going to describe how our scheme
ensures accountability. As mentioned in the beginning of section 3, the operational prin-
ciples of accountability are structured around backwards routing. Thus we will describe

2 It must be mentioned that although there are 64 bits for addressing, not all of them are available
to a particular router. If that was the case, and every router was assigning output (pseudo)
addresses, based on all 64 bits, then it would be really difficult to keep track of the routing
of packets (i.e. routing tables). Thus in order not to modify the routing tables, and yet allow
Persona to fully operate, we assume that each router will only output addresses that he has
been assigned; this means that each router will be able to manipulate only a number of bits
(that correspond to its IP range), and not all the 64 available ones. This is depicted in the
example where we assume a 10 bit manipulation.

3 The input and output space, are the /x and /y that the router used during the encryption of the
message. In a dynamic environment like the Internet, relationships between ASes and IPSs
might change, and thus x and y are not expected to remain static, and thus the router needs to
know what were the variables used for encryption at a particular time.
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the context in which backwards routing can be used for accountability. We will classify
accountability into two categories; short term and long term. By short term account-
ability we refer to the accountability about attacks that are “currently” taking place
like DoS attacks, DDoS attacks, network scanning, etc, which essentially require the
identification of the attacker as soon as possible. For better illustrating Persona’s ac-
countability operations, we assume that there exist other mechanisms that deal with IP
spoofing. In short term accountability, ISPs can cooperate in order to identify and stop
malicious attackers. For example, let as assume that a DoS attack takes place against
a specific IP address (e.g. webserver). The router that forwards the packets to that IP
address, can backtrace the routers from which it received the packets by decrypting the
IPs reported by the webserver. Then it can contact these routers, reporting that a DoS
attack takes place. If this procedure is applied recursively backwards, the originator of
the attack can be found, and if the routers cooperate (i.e. routers can query other routers
for packet throttling and the recipients of the requests indeed apply that throttling), the
attack can be mitigated.

Long term accountability refers to examples like fraud detection, were the attacker is
found after days or moths of investigation or forensics. In that case, the routers could be
queried for past key usage, and since they keep a table of all keys used in the past in the
corresponding table, the attacker could be easily tracked down (if memory constraints
are placed on the table, past keys can always be stored on external backup media).

4 Persona Evaluation

In this section we are going to describe how our scheme defends against the attacks
mentioned in section 2 and provide an efficiency analysis of Persona. Persona resists
anonymity attacks as follows. 1) Brute Force Attack: In this attack, the attacker fol-
lows the life of every single packet that enters the network. Persona, by encrypting the
packet during the first hop (possibly adding some nonce to each packet), and the sub-
sequent source IP change, renders this attack useless. The user is at least provided with
k anonymity where k is the number of active senders of ISP. 2) Communication Pat-
tern Attacks: In this scenario the attacker monitors the two ends of a communication
channel and tries to correlate entering and exiting packets. This attack is thwarted fairly
well with the dummy traffic introduced in our solution. The use of dummy traffic and
change of source IP address prevents the attacker from knowing which entering packet
corresponds to the exiting packet. The best the strongest attacker can do is to deduce
the originating ISP. The attacker still cannot determine which of the ISP’s customers
sent the packet. 3) Timing Attacks: Here, the attacker can deduce the origination of a
packet based on the amount of time it took to reach the destination. In our scheme the
ISP batches the messages and thus it is difficult for the attacker to identify which client
of the ISP actually sent the message. Additionally, if more routers implement batch-
ing, the level of anonymity achieved is greater. Finally, even if the packets follow the
same route, the attacker will not be able to apply timing attacks. This is because the
source address will be changing for each packet and the attacker will not be able to tell
if there are multiple senders sending to a single receiver. Thus she will not be able to
deduce the identity of the senders or even the number of senders. 4) Packet Counting
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Attacks: The attacker can connect unusual bursts of outgoing traffic with unusual bursts
of incoming traffic. Since our model uses dummy traffic and same packet size there are
no bursts of traffic to identify.

Our solution incorporates most of the suggested countermeasures proposed in mix-
nets, namely encryption, same packet size, batching and dummy traffic [11]. These
countermeasures are applied at minimum to the first hop, between the user and the ISP.
Thus at minimum, each user will have a level of k-anonymity, where k is the number
of active users connected to the ISP at a particular moment. This makes our scheme
resilient to additional attacks that are defeated with these countermeasures, whilst the
level of anonymity our scheme provides, increases with the number of routers that ac-
tually implement the abovementioned properties.

In order to provide the abovementioned anonymity guarantees and functionality, Per-
sona requires a lot of cryptographic operations to take place in each router and for each
packet. We know that for symmetric encryption there can be approximately 107 opera-
tions per second in 1 GHz processor if done in hardware. Let us assume that users are
using a line speed of 100Mbps, and that an average IPv6 packet size is used (i.e. 20000
bytes without Ethernet limitations). Each user will be sending, and each router will be
receiving, 103 packets per user, and thus, given that it can calculate 107 operations per
second, 104 users per router per second can be accommodated. For the first router that
belongs to the ISP, multiple routers can be used, both for increase anonymity and bet-
ter efficiency. The only bottleneck would be top level routers. These routers already
have to forward packets at line speed, so there is a tradeoff between the anonymity and
the efficiency that NGI will offer. In that case the optional bits for level of anonymity
discussed in the previous section could be used.

Finally it has to be mentioned that we approached the problem of anonymity and
accountability from a network layer’s perspective. That is we did not take into account
the above protocols, and we only defined the services that are going to be provided to
them. However, one question that might be of importance is how our protocol can assist
and support connection oriented services (e.g. TCP). In that case we see two possible
solutions. The first one is the redesign of the transport layer so as not to use IP addresses
as point of reference for keeping sessions’ state. The second solution would be to have a
handshake between the sender and the server, so as the sender is granted with a session
identifier that he can use for session identification. This identifier can be encrypted
alongside with the payload, so as to avoid traffic analysis based on its identification in
the various packets.

5 Related Work

Currently, most of the techniques used for anonymity make use of the concept of mix
networks introduced by Chaum [12]. Mix networks, are networks composed of mix
servers which batch a set of messages encrypted by their corresponding public keys.
They then decrypt these messages and send them out in a rearranged order such that
an external observer cannot tell which outgoing messages correspond to incoming mes-
sages. Babel [13], Mixmaster [14], Mixminion [15] and Onion routing [16] are some
of the most important systems based on mix networks. A common aspect of all the
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solutions mentioned above is that none of these systems have accountability as one of
their main goals, as Persona does. In addition, in Persona the sender does not need to
know the path that the packet will follow, as done in Onion Routing for example. More-
over Persona does not encrypt the packet in an “onion style” with the public keys of the
routers which has additional efficiency advantages.

Two systems that make use of pseudonymity in the network to achieve anonymity
are Freedom [17] and Tarzan [18]. Both these techniques are similar, in the sense
that the user connects to a node anonymously. This node then sends the packet to the
destination but changes the source address of the packet by assigning it a pseudonym.
Once a packet is sent the receiver sends a reply addressed to the pseudonym. The node
that had performed the network address translation while sending maps the pseudonym
to the original address and sends the reply to the sender using the anonymous channel.
The two approaches differ in the way a user connects to the node doing the network
address translation. However, in both cases the sender requires information about the
path between itself and the exit node performing the NAT. Our approach differs from
these approaches in three ways. Firstly, we do not need to keep any state in the nodes
to translate the IP addresses back to the original address. This saves a lot of memory
and the time to look up the translations in memory. Secondly, we do the translation
per packet and not per session. This increases the Unlinkability between the sender and
receiver as each packet is routed independently giving the attacker little information.
Thirdly, in our scheme the sender does not need to set up the path every time before
sending a packet. This path is preconfigured when the router is installed. Not having to
set up the path avoids wasting time.

6 Conclusions and Further Research

This paper has presented Persona, a scheme that incorporates anonymity and account-
ability in the network layer of the Next Generation Internet. We have proposed a novel
approach by which each packet is provided with anonymity, thus achieving stronger
properties from previous solutions. Additionally we adopted proven solutions from pre-
vious research on anonymity techniques, so as to ensure a maximum level of anonymity,
at minimum within the ISP of a client. Finally, we described how our scheme can be
used for achieving accountability, in cases of malicious and misbehaving users. Con-
tinuing our effort, we examine how we can optimize our solution and provide addi-
tional types of anonymity (e.g. recipient anonymity). Additionally we examine how our
scheme can be applied to the current Internet. Finally we are planning to do simulations
so as to identify the tradeoffs of our approach in terms of current IP deployment and
existing anonymity techniques.
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